Mrs. Curl’s Behavior System

In a nutshell . . .
Your child’s clip will start each school day on GREEN (Ready to Learn).
When a first grader shows good character by doing something positive, a teacher will ask them to
“CLIP UP.” Our chart encourages your child to clip up as many as three times. With each positive behavior, it earns
them a point. (Blue +1, Purple +2, Pink +3) These points will be totaled at the end of the week.
When a first grader does not make a positive choice or show good character, a teacher will ask them to
“CLIP DOWN.” Our chart allows each child three clips down with the third (Red) involving a discussion with the school
principal, Mr. Harkins.

Positive Behavior Rewards
If your child reaches PINK by the end of a school day, they will be able to choose a fun
reward out of our ROCKSTAR BEHAVIOR CATALOG. You will see a note in their
homework folder stating the prize and any special directions.
The behavior your first grader has each day will earn them POINTS. (See the stars to the
left!?) These will be recorded on their behavior chart that comes home each night for you
to initial. Please put it back in their folder to return to school the next day. If your first
grader should need a new behavior chart, one will be given. Unfortunately, old points will
not be recorded and will start fresh. If a behavior chart is forgotten at home, points will
not be recorded for that day. A note will come home if their behavior was yellow, orange,
or red. Please sign and return the note the next day.
The following Monday morning, we will tally each first grader’s points from the week
before and PRIZES will be awarded.

Behavior Consequences

SEVERE misbehavior such as fighting, bullying

others, verbal abuse, or inappropriate language
will result in the student being immediately sent
to the principal, resulting in a possible afterschool detention. A call home will also be made.

If your child has to clip down during the school day, there are consequences for these
actions. YELLOW is always just a verbal WARNING.
Another clip down (ORANGE) results in 5 MINUTES OF MISSED PLAY TIME.
If your child is asked to clip down three times (RED) in a school day, MR. HARKINS
will talk with them in his office about their actions and 10 MINUTES OF MISSED PLAY
TIME. I also will be sending a note home so you are aware of your child’s choices.
This note will ask your first grader to REFLECT ON THEIR BEHAVIOR. Please take this opportunity to discuss
with them about better choices and record it on the note. SIGN and RETURN it the following school day.

